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BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   
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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Antonia Chen 
Rothman Institute, USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 02-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS 1. General  
This is an interesting study evaluating the utility of MSSA screening 
in addition to MRSA screening for elective orthopaedic patients. The 
only concern is that this study may not be as generalizable because 
many centers outside of the region of interest screen MRSA and 
MSSA simultaneously (eg many hospitals in the US screen for both). 
The authors also alluded to the fact that both used to be screened 
for. It may be worth to add an analysis to determine whom the 
results of this study would help (eg how many hospitals just screen 
for MRSA). Perhaps screening should be limited to certain regions.  
 
2. Review  
- The time frame for the study was not clearly delineated. Why was 
Jan-June 2013 chosen instead of Jan-Dec 2013 vs Jan-Dec 2014?  
- I would not recommend using Period A vs. Period B, but MRSA 
screening versus MRSA&MSSA screening.  
- Methods- the main hospital should not be identified  
- There is no institutional review board approval for this project  
- For patient decolonization, were patients treated with once a day or 
twice a day Naseptin, Bactroban, and chlorhexidine body washes?  
- Patients should be followed for 1 year for infection development  
- Did any other factors change during the study period? 
Administration of tranexamic acid can reduce blood loss and 
potentially reduce infection. Did the hospital institute any other policy 
changes at the same time? What about factors such as VTE 
prophylaxis?  
- Is there an affiliation with DAIR and higher rate of infection? Was 
there less DAIR performed over time, resulting in a decreased 
infection rate?  
- Results- statistical analysis should be compared between period A 
superficial and deep, and period B superficial and deep.  
- Bacterial names should all be italicized  
- Why were MRSA positive patients not all given vancomycin?  
- The Discussion should have a separate limitations section.  
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3. Conclusion: Based on the above comments, I would recommend 
accepting this paper with minor revisions  

 

REVIEWER Yhu-Chering Huang 
Chang Gang Memorial Hospital, Taiwan 

REVIEW RETURNED 04-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Dancer et al broadened routine MRSA screening to include MSSA 
for orthopedic patients. Post-operative outcome was audited for 
elective and trauma patients during study periods. They found 
MSSA screening for elective orthopedic patients reduces the risk of 
deep post-operative MSSA infection with associated cost benefits. 
Generally, the design and the writing are acceptable. My major 
concern is that it is quite common for MSSA colonization in general 
population, up to one-third as the authors mentioned and identified, 
and then the elective orthopedic operation schedules of these 
patients will be re-arranged due to MSSA colonization. Is it worth? If 
so, how about universal decolonization?  
 
Minor points  
Abstract, “decolonization procedure” following a positive screening 
result was not described. Suggest add this description.  
 
Suggest Table 3 and 4 be combined together, if feasible.  
 
Limitations and weakness of this study are not mentioned in 
Discussion. 

 

REVIEWER Paul Jenkins 
Glasgow Royal Infirmary, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 09-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an interesting paper that concerns the important subject of 
deep infection in arthroplasty surgery.  
 
The method and study design is confusing in places. The study 
design is one of a retrospective case-control study. The cases are 
those in the MSSA screening group, and the the controls are those 
in the historical group without MSSA screening. The outcomes were 
superficial and deep MSSA infection rates. A hypothetical cost-
effectiveness analysis was performed.  
 
In the abstract the authors do not mention the particular background 
to the study (line 5) which was an excessive rate of MSSA in the 
authors' unit. The authors were faced with a very high rate of deep 
MSSA infection which is not in keeping with national rates reported 
in the Scottish Arthroplasty Project data or the National Joint 
Registry. This setting calls into question the generalisability of this 
study's results to units who have a deep MSSA infection rate in line 
with national rates.  
 
P2 L49 - the authors cannot conclude that MSSA screening 
protected patients from MSSA infection. This study design can only 
report association and not causation.  
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P5 L17 - it is difficult to accept that the unit made no other changes 
when faced with such a high MSSA rate. It is likely that knowledge of 
the high rate of infection led to other changes (even unconsciously) 
in surgical technique, patient selection, instrument handling, wound 
management and ward infection control practices. This is the major 
limitation of this study - it cannot quantify the possible myriad of 
other associated changes in practice.  
 
I not from P8 Table 2 that 5 of the 16 deep infections were 
associated with ankle arthroplasty. This seems to be 
disproportionate number in comparison to the relative rates of hip, 
knee and ankle arthroplasty. Foot and ankle surgery does tend to be 
associated with higher rates of infection. Could these procedures be 
skewing results, leading to a higher infection rate? Could a selective 
screening/eradication programme for such surgery be beneficial and 
less costly?  
 
The cost effectiveness model supposes an infection rate similar to 
the authors' unit prior to their intervention. These costs may not be 
applicable to a unit with a more average infection rate. This should 
be discussed in the discussion section.  
 
In conclusion, I do think this paper has useful information and is 
relevant and current. I think it would be publishable with attention to:  
 
-Generalisability of these findings to average units? Is this only of 
use where there is an "outbreak" situation?  
- Simplification of results section. There is unnecessary aggregation 
and slicing of groups, that do not add to message. I think if the 
authors kept to comparing rates between periods.  
-More full appreciation of limitations of study design  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1 Antonia Chen  

 

This is an interesting study evaluating the utility of MSSA screening in addition to MRSA screening for 

elective orthopaedic patients. The only concern is that this study may not be as generalizable 

because many centers outside of the region of interest screen MRSA and MSSA simultaneously (eg 

many hospitals in the US screen for both). The authors also alluded to the fact that both used to be 

screened for. It may be worth to add an analysis to determine whom the results of this study would 

help (eg how many hospitals just screen for MRSA). Perhaps screening should be limited to certain 

regions.  

Thank you for your comments. The study is applicable to the UK but we have no idea what other 

countries, healthcare regions or individual hospitals do regarding staphylococcal screening. We hope 

that this analysis benefits other hospitals in the same situation as UK hospitals (ie. only screening for 

MRSA) or hospitals evaluating or setting up staphylococcal screening programmes.  

- The time frame for the study was not clearly delineated. Why was Jan-June 2013 chosen instead of 

Jan-Dec 2013 vs Jan-Dec 2014?  

These periods were chosen to reflect seasonal variation, bypass the effect from the 2013 pilot study 

and to permit sufficient ‘wash-out’ time between old and new screening policies. This has been added 

to the Methods section and highlighted.  

- I would not recommend using Period A vs. Period B, but MRSA screening versus MRSA&MSSA 

screening.  

If possible, we would like to retain the nomenclature for the study periods since these were used for 

all statistical and economic analyses and feature throughout all the historical documents associated 
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with the study.  

- Methods- the main hospital should not be identified. Agreed, changed and highlighted.  

- There is no institutional review board approval for this project.  

The study was presented, discussed and approved by the Research & Development Department in 

NHS Lanarkshire, and we also obtained approval from the Medical Director for the hospital. Health 

board approval is stated and highlighted in the last paragraph of the Introduction.  

- For patient decolonization, were patients treated with once a day or twice a day Naseptin, 

Bactroban, and chlorhexidine body washes?  

Patients with confirmed MSSA carriage were asked to apply Naseptin nasal cream to both nasal 

vaults tds, with one chlorhexidine bath or shower per day for 5 days; MRSA patients were prescribed 

Bactroban (mupirocin) instead of Naseptin. This has been amended and highlighted.  

- Patients should be followed for 1 year for infection development. Agreed; they were, but the final 

year of follow-up had not been reached at the time of writing the article.  

This has been updated and highlighted.  

Did any other factors change during the study period? Administration of tranexamic acid can reduce 

blood loss and potentially reduce infection. Did the hospital institute any other policy changes at the 

same time? What about factors such as VTE prophylaxis?  

No, there were no other changes during the study period. We checked antimicrobial prophylaxis; 

surgical techniques; orthopaedic prostheses; surgical equipment handling and audits; urinary catheter 

policy; ward practices; dressing practices; and infection rates for all four surgeons. Surgical practices 

and management of infected orthopaedic metal work stayed the same for all four orthopaedic 

surgeons throughout the study period.  

- Is there an affiliation with DAIR and higher rate of infection? Was there less DAIR performed over 

time, resulting in a decreased infection rate?  

Debridement-antibiotics-implant retention (DAIR) is the favoured initial intervention for suspected or 

confirmed deep infection of a joint replacement because it involves leaving the original implant in 

place. The surgical procedure is obviously less traumatic for the patient. Unfortunately, an infected 

implant may then require removal since any biofilm formation on the prosthesis ensures persistence 

of the pathogen. The orthopaedic surgeons would always try to spare an elderly patient total revision 

if they could. There were no changes to surgical policy during the study period but we understand and 

appreciate this comment.  

- Results- statistical analysis should be compared between period A superficial and deep, and period 

B superficial and deep. There were 6 superficial and 25 deep staphylococcal infections among 679 

patients during Period A, and 10 superficial and 6 deep infections among 659 patients during Period 

B. Please see the analysis performed beneath:  

Any MSSA Deep MSSA Superficial  

Surgery Period N R % LCL UCL R.Deep % LCL UCL R.Superficial  

Trauma A 447 12 2.7 1.5 4.6 10 2.2 1.2 4.1 2  

Trauma B 352 9 2.6 1.4 4.8 5 1.4 0.6 3.3 4  

Elective A 232 19 8.2 5.3 12.4 15 6.5 4.0 10.4 4  

Elective B 307 7 2.3 1.1 4.6 1 0.3 0.0 1.8 6  

 

We are not quite sure what the referee is asking for here. We have presented the results for the total 

of superficial and deep in period B compared to Period A for both Elective and Trauma and 

demonstrated a significant reduction among elective patients but not among trauma patients (p=0.04). 

Similarly, when comparing the proportion of patients with a deep infection in period B compared to 

period A, p=0.011. An alternative way of looking at the changes between Period A and B is to 

consider the relative change between superficial and deep among those patients who have an 

infection. We perform this analysis using exact logistic regression and exact odds ratios as the 

numbers of patients involved is very small. Among trauma patients with an infection the odds ratio of 

a deep infection in Period B compared to A is 0.18 (95% CI 0.05, 1.87), p = 0.33. Among elective 

patients with an infection the odds ratio of a deep infection in Period B compared to A is 0.0.04 (95% 
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CI 0.01, 0.53), p = 0.005. This gives exactly the same information as in the manuscript except the 

confidence intervals are wider when focussing only on patients with an infection as the numbers are 

much smaller. Consequently we have left this paragraph describing the results in the manuscript as it 

is, and we hope that the referee is OK with this.  

 

- Bacterial names should all be italicized. Agreed and changed.  

- Why were MRSA positive patients not all given vancomycin?  

Probably because some arrived shortly before their surgery was due to take place and thus received 

teicoplanin instead. It is relatively quicker to administer than vancomycin.  

- The Discussion should have a separate limitations section.  

Agreed, added and highlighted.  

 

3. Conclusion: Based on the above comments, I would recommend accepting this paper with minor 

revisions. Thank you again for your comments.  

 

Reviewer: 2 Yhu-Chering Huang  

Dancer et al broadened routine MRSA screening to include MSSA for orthopedic patients. Post-

operative outcome was audited for elective and trauma patients during study periods. They found 

MSSA screening for elective orthopaedic patients reduces the risk of deep post-operative MSSA 

infection with associated cost benefits. Generally, the design and the writing are acceptable. My major 

concern is that it is quite common for MSSA colonization in general population, up to one-third as the 

authors mentioned and identified, and then the elective orthopedic operation schedules of these 

patients will be re-arranged due to MSSA colonization. Is it worth? If so, how about universal 

decolonization?  

Thank you for your comments. We appreciate the points made. Generally speaking, operation 

schedules were not re-arranged in any way for MSSA carrier patients (they were for MRSA 

patients).We assumed that MSSA patients had received appropriate clearance therapy and thus 

presented much less risk to themselves and others. We discussed universal decolonisation with the 

therapies currently used; and two relatively new products available (Prontosan and octenidine 

hydrochloride). The costs of the latter are being evaluated but we discarded universal therapy with 

Naseptin/Bactroban due to concerns over antimicrobial resistance (neomycin and mupirocin) and 

possibly even chlorhexidine as well.  

 

Minor points  

Abstract, “decolonization procedure” following a positive screening result was not described. Suggest 

add this description.  

Added and highlighted.  

Suggest Table 3 and 4 be combined together, if feasible.  

Changes made and table title and contents highlighted.  

Limitations and weakness of this study are not mentioned in Discussion.  

Please see response to Reviewer 1; an additional section has been added to the Discussion. Thank 

you again for your comments.  

 

Reviewer: 3  

Reviewer Name Paul Jenkins  

This is an interesting paper that concerns the important subject of deep infection in arthroplasty 

surgery. The method and study design is confusing in places. The study design is one of a 

retrospective case-control study. The cases are those in the MSSA screening group, and the controls 

are those in the historical group without MSSA screening. The outcomes were superficial and deep 

MSSA infection rates. A hypothetical cost-effectiveness analysis was performed.  

 

In the abstract the authors do not mention the particular background to the study (line 5) which was 
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an excessive rate of MSSA in the authors' unit. The authors were faced with a very high rate of deep 

MSSA infection which is not in keeping with national rates reported in the Scottish Arthroplasty Project 

data or the National Joint Registry. This setting calls into question the generalisability of this study's 

results to units who have a deep MSSA infection rate in line with national rates.  

Thank you for your comments. We agree that the initial infection rate is high; this is because we 

included all orthopaedic patients receiving metal implants, not just arthroplasty cases. Patients 

needing screws, wires and other metal work were investigated, and these do not necessarily fall 

within national surveillance definitions. Furthermore, our health board population represents a 

relatively deprived area of Scotland with high rates of poverty, alcoholism and heart disease. We 

agree that the report reflects conditions in one hospital in one UK health board only, and we have 

made this clear in the text.  

P2 L49 - the authors cannot conclude that MSSA screening protected patients from MSSA infection. 

This study design can only report association and not causation.  

Text amended and highlighted (abstract and conclusion).  

 

P5 L17 - it is difficult to accept that the unit made no other changes when faced with such a high 

MSSA rate. It is likely that knowledge of the high rate of infection led to other changes (even 

unconsciously) in surgical technique, patient selection, instrument handling, wound management and 

ward infection control practices. This is the major limitation of this study - it cannot quantify the 

possible myriad of other associated changes in practice.  

Please see responses to Reviewer 1: we considered the possibility of a wide range of confounders 

during the study period. We found no evidence for any deviation from usual practices although we 

accept the referees point.  

 

I note from P8 Table 2 that 5 of the 16 deep infections were associated with ankle arthroplasty. This 

seems to be disproportionate number in comparison to the relative rates of hip, knee and ankle 

arthroplasty. Foot and ankle surgery does tend to be associated with higher rates of infection. Could 

these procedures be skewing results, leading to a higher infection rate? Could a selective 

screening/eradication programme for such surgery be beneficial and less costly?  

Yes, we agree. Small joint surgery is associated with higher rates of infection. One of the orthopaedic 

surgeons involved in this study (RM) is a specialist foot and ankle surgeon, and has built up a 

specialist service for the whole health board. The higher proportion of post-operative ankle infections 

reflects her significant contribution to the work load. However, the cost of managing an infected ankle 

is much less than managing an infected knee or hip (please see cost summaries in Appendix) so we 

would still argue for staphylococcal screening for all orthopaedic metal implant patients.  

 

The cost effectiveness model supposes an infection rate similar to the authors' unit prior to their 

intervention. These costs may not be applicable to a unit with a more average infection rate. This 

should be discussed in the discussion section.  

Agreed and added to limitation section.  

 

In conclusion, I do think this paper has useful information and is relevant and current. I think it would 

be publishable with attention to:  

-Generalisability of these findings to average units? Is this only of use where there is an "outbreak" 

situation?  

Please see limitation section added to Discussion.  

- Simplification of results section. There is unnecessary aggregation and slicing of groups that do not 

add to message. I think if the authors stick with comparing rates between periods.  

Reviewer 1 requested additional statistics so we respectfully request keeping the status quo.  

-More full appreciation of limitations of study design.  

Section added to Discussion as already stated. Thank you very much for all your comments. 
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VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Yhu-Chering Huang 
Chang Gung Memorial Hospital and Chang Gung University College 
of Medicine, Taiwan 

REVIEW RETURNED 05-Jul-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The reviewer completed the checklist but made no further 
comments. 

 

REVIEWER Paul Jenkins 
Glasgow Royal Infirmary  
United Kingom 

REVIEW RETURNED 21-Jun-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have adequately dealt with the issues I raised in my 
original review.  
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